Luxury Brand
Management
Luxury brands have marked their presence in the last decade.
The segment of society that forms their consumer base, is
very different from the normal consumer. They yearn for a
unique shopping experience and therefore, the end product is
not the only focus for them. The industry is booming with its
demand for individuals that are trained to be able to make a
memorable experience out of a brand, by understanding this
aspect of the consumer.

Luxury Brand Management is about telling the
story of the brand and letting the consumer
know about its heritage and journey. This
course takes a strategic view of understanding
the dynamism of this industry, and efficiently
conveying the uniqueness of the brand to the
consumer.
This course entails a curriculum with classes, projects and
contact with industry experts, insights and critical skills to
make informed judgements about the strategic and tactical
business activities of luxury brands. Individuals are trained to
analyze a brand's connection with its consumer and thereby
helping them create unique experiences around a brand. The
students will learn about various luxury brands and their
heritage, what sets one apart from the other, and the aspects
one has to keep in mind while deciding promotional
strategies, campaigns, etc. This field is very interesting
because very often, brands use different strategies in different
countries. The study of consumer psychology is a very
important pillar for success in Luxury Brand Management.
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London
School
Of Trends
Luxury Brand Management
Course
Choose from One day Master Class
to One Week and One Month Short
Course

Modules
History of Luxury
Luxury Identity & Luxury Clientele
Luxury Market Overview
The Luxury Environment
Luxury Branding
Marketing Mix for Success
Positioning & Communication
Brand Strategy management

Our teaching & learning
methods
Lectures
Group discussions
Practical workshops
Field trips
Market visits
Shoot (a variety of options available)
Research: Learning extends beyond the
taught sessions. Students must undertake
independent fieldwork and self-directed study

Key Facts
4 weeks, 60-hour course
Luxury brand management lectures (9
hours per week)
Group projects (3 hours per week)
Workshops and industry visits (3 hours
per week)
Final presentation/Portfolio Photoshoot
& Certification Ceremony
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Learning outcomes
On successful completion of the course students will be able to:
Understand the role of a Luxury Fashion Brand Manager
The history of Luxury & Heritage and the Social aspects of Luxury today
An overview of Luxury today, Structure of the Course, Luxury Models
through history & the creation of modern luxury
Luxury Identity, The identity Prism, Strategic use of the Prism, Practical use of
the Prism
The Luxury Clientele, different types of luxury clientele, relationship with the
product or with the logo
Luxury by Continents, a different approach to segmentation Product, Service,
Dream, History overview of the Global Luxury Market
The Luxury Industry in numbers, Analysis & Reports on the current status of
the industry
Forecasts on the Global Luxury Industry, Luxury Environment
Luxury Branding, What is a Brand, Brand Equity and How is a Brand
positioning physically applied
Positioning & Communication, The relationship between Positioning &
Marketing, The relationship between marketing & luxury
Marketing Mix as key for success, The seven element of the MM and their
relationship with luxury.

At the end of the course the participants will be doing a photoshoot with
our team of professionals for their final portfolio.

Certificate of

COMPLETION
Upon the successful completion of this course, students
will receive a certificate of completion from LST. LST is
accredited by the British Accreditation Council.

Sample timetable
MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

Introduction to Luxury
Brand Management

History of Luxury &
the Luxury models
through history

Luxury identity &
Clientele

Group projects

Visit Selfridges for
London’s best luxury
brand stores

Visit the Harrods

Visit Regent street

Dover Street
Market - the
ultimate in luxury
brand show room

Combine Luxury Brand Management
course with English language lessons

...

London School of Trends is the official partner of Harpers
Bazaar Fashion Forward. We are the only fashion school to
showcase our student's collection at London Fashion Week
and New York Fashion Week. Our shows have also been
featured in Vogue, Elle, Cosmopolitan and Harpers Bazaar.

...

Visit us: London School of Trends, Level - 2/5, 34
Chalk Farm Rd, Camden, London - NW1 8AJ
Call us: 020 7096 1142
Website: www.lst.ac
Email us: enquiries@lst.ac

FRIDAY

Visits/
Workshops &
Presentations

